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Deep Freeze Server is a free deep freeze system that stores a snapshot of the Windows server's
initial configuration (Windows Server 2003/ Windows Server 2008) and allows you to restore all the
changes made to it at a later point. This software application does not only function like a traditional
snapshot, but it is also able to prevent changes in the files that the server is dealing with in real
time. Deep Freeze Server Features: Manages local files of Windows Server Makes automatic backups
of the server Keeps a record of installed applications Recovers the system at a later point Prevents
changes and manages the content of drive thaws Recover the system at a later point with Deep
Freeze Server Keeps a copy of the files to be restored (backups) Automatically detects Windows
installations. Built-in Antivirus that prevents the installation of modified software Saves user-
generated content in the backups. Automatic updates of Deep Freeze Server Deep Freeze Server
Specifications: Deep Freeze Server is a free, reliable and easy-to-use system that allows you to set
up a snapshot of the initial system configuration of Windows Server 2003 and Windows Server 2008.
It makes backup copies of all the components of the system and keeps a record of all the
modifications. You can restore the backup at any time to restore the initial configuration of the
server. Deep Freeze Server is just one click away: after you have installed Deep Freeze Server, all
you need to do is to choose the backup you want to restore, select the drives to protect and drag
and drop them on the Deep Freeze Server configuration window. Once you add all the drives you
want to protect, Deep Freeze Server scans and documents all the files and folders on the drives and
inserts them on the rollback drive. Next, you can specify if you want to freeze or thaw the disks.
When you activate Deep Freeze Server, all the changes will be made with the backup you have
chosen. When the initial configuration is restored, the saved backups are put back on the drives.
Deep Freeze Server is the solution to save data on the server and provide its safety. When a system
fails, you can easily restore its configuration to its initial state by activating Deep Freeze Server. You
can even find the last backups you have made by using the list view. If you would like to create a
backup of your server, Deep Freeze Server offers you 2 automatic backup options: incremental (if
you previously made a backup of the working configuration) and differential (if you previously
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Deep Freeze Server is a convenient way to prevent server damage or malfunctioning due to
malicious attacks or uncalled for changes. You can use it to create the perfect configuration just as
you see it and easily restore it at a later point. Difficulty Level Beginner In this tutorial, we will
perform Deep Freeze Server in order to create a frozen image of your Windows operating system
and save it on your hard drive for safe keeping. Follow the steps provided below: Step 1 In this part,
you will start creating your Deep Freeze server. 1. Go to: Accessories and select Deep Freeze Server
from the list. 2. Click on Next and go to Deep Freeze Server Editor. 3. Click on Next Step 2 In Deep
Freeze Server Editor, you will be asked to provide some details about your Windows operating
system to configure a baseline configuration. 1. Select your Windows operating system from the list
provided. 2. Enter the following details: Type of image to create: Deep Freeze Server Enterprise Type
of backup to perform: System Image Date and time: 06/10/2016 5:03 PM Entry Type: Maintenance
Setup Mode: Customization Unattended Mode: On Restore Points: On Type of restore to perform:
System Image Size: 3.7 Gb File Name: On this step you will be required to select the volume(s) of
your system where you would like the backup files to be stored. Ensure that the folder selected is not
filled and give a name of your choice for the backup files. 4. Enter the following details on this step:
Destination Server: Make sure that the path is accessible by all users on the server. Path:
C:\Users\usrname\AppData\Local\Temp\Deep Freeze Destination Directory: Leave the empty. Create
Tags: None. Step 3 In this step, you will be required to configure the amount of space, typically
200-500 MB, that you would like to use as Thaw Space. Note that if you are choosing Deep Freeze
Enterprise Edition to create a frozen image of b7e8fdf5c8
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• Encrypt data on the media • Accumulate backup information about drives • Save disk and HDD
configuration • Restore the system to a fixed configuration and state • Allows to choose the drives to
protect and apply actions • Provides many advanced features Deep Freeze Server Standard
(Professional Edition) 2.0 Deep Freeze is a server protection utility which helps to save and restore
system configuration. It can save state of installed and system applications and system settings. It is
also a disk protection utility. Deep freeze stores state of the operating system and installed
applications and utilities on a physical or logical disk which will help you to restore them to the
original state after the system restarts or is rebooted. It can be easily activated and disabled. Using
simple password, you can do backup and restore operations. Deep Freeze Server Standard is a
handy application for administrators and system engineers. It can save system configuration,
services and drivers, users accounts and their personal settings. Deep freeze can help to secure
system in the following cases: Save and restore system settings: So it can be used in business
scenarios, saving system settings (IP address, DNS information, etc.) and configuration of installed
applications. For example, changing server IP address, updating installed applications and services,
adding new users or groups, changing monitoring settings, and so on. Save and restore configuration
of installed applications: It can help to secure server by saving installed applications configurations
and their settings. You may, for example, copy your files from one server to another and protect
them, or reset password for your users. It also prevents update of exact same version of installed
applications and drivers. Backup, restore and copy server configurations: Deep Freeze Server
Standard has the ability to backup configurations and restore them. It can be useful in case of
system loss or system failure. If you want to migrate settings from one server to another (for
example, from Windows 2000 server to Windows Server 2008 server) or copy settings from one
server to another, Deep Freeze Server Standard is helpful to do these tasks. You can also use Deep
Freeze Server Standard to save settings of system and installed applications to configure deep
frozen systems without ending processes of deep frozen systems. Deep Freeze Server Standard can
save: Data of system files: Windows system files (registry, support files, HKLM folder, etc.), files and
folders of installed applications, system services, device drivers.

What's New in the?

Deep Freeze Server is an advanced backup and recovery solution intended to help administrators
ensure the security of data stored on servers. What this application actually does is save the
configuration of the operating system and the installed applications and restore it all at the next
reboot. Deep Freeze Server is a convenient way to prevent server damage or malfunctioning due to
malicious attacks or uncalled for changes. You can use it to create the perfect configuration just as
you see it and easily restore it at a later point. Unlike the Deep Freeze Server Enterprise version that
features centralized management, the standard edition is suitable for handling a maximum of 5
servers. The application is the solution to have for protecting the data integrity of the server and all
the installed programs. The Configuration Administrator is the place where you can manage
workstations and drives, review events and perform maintenance operations. It enables you to
choose the drives to protect and manage the thaw spaces (the content of these sections is
automatically retained during reboot). You can use this software solution to safeguard data on your
Windows Server computer by creating a snapshot of its initial configuration and activate Deep
Freeze Server to revert all the changes. Deep Freeze Server is designed to ignore all the
modifications that have been made to the system if the server is restarted while the program is
activated and restore it to the initial state. Its purpose is to prevent changes or malware attacks from
affecting the server's well functioning. Uruknet sites: Category: Tags: Useful information Your name
Flash file Upload a file Upload files The file you want to upload is larger than 1 MB Upload Uploading,
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System Requirements For Deep Freeze Server:

Windows XP / Windows Vista / Windows 7 1.4 GHz processor 1 GB of RAM 1 GB of free hard drive
space DirectX 9 compatible video card Internet Explorer 9 or higher Office 2010 or higher Adobe
Flash Player is required. Note: Graphics card driver must be updated to version 9.0.124.0 or later for
this application. Supported Video Cards: Intel HD 3000, Intel HD 4000, Intel HD 5000, Intel HD 6000,
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